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Plan for the IEC 60617 data base activities

The activities are collected in three groups: database implementation, initial loading and
operation/maintenance. These are not to be seen as sequential groups of activities, but should be
run in parallel as far as possible. When necessary conditions for starting an activity are fulfilled it
should be started.

The proposed plan takes into account the offer from IEC/CO to load the symbols of IEC 60617
into the database.

1�Database implementation activities

1. Extend the life of the Task Force.

2. Define an Implementation Group. This is a subgroup of the Task Force + representatives
from the implementation firm. Dealing with database issues and working primarily by e-mail ,
but if necessary, by arrangement of a meeting with the implementation firm (in December).
Tasks:

− Verify the implementation with the specification as per 3(Charlottenlund/Task Force)7
modified.

− Discuss and decide about open issues and their implementation in the database.

− Implement the decisions before the end of 1998.

3 The implementation group waits for the first loading of symbols according to clause 2, and
check then the whole procedure for a suitable set of symbols. Make modifications if
necessary.

4 Provide a final Task Force report, and disband the Task Force.

These activities should be possible to finish before the end of 1999-02.

2�Activities for initial loading of the complete IEC 60617, Ed. 2 (3) in the data base

1. Central Office has taken on to load the contents of the existing IEC 60617. This activity can
start in the beginning of 1999. The symbols will get:

− A neutral identifier, e.g. a running number;

− Publication designation and reference number, e.g. IEC 60617-3 Part 3 Ed. 2; 03-03-
03;

− All text presently appearing in the “description”, put in the “remarks” field;

− Temporary status : e.g. “initial”

− Downloadable symbol file as attached pdf file. This will be extracted from the pdf files
for the publications (in which the symbols are vectorised);

− The symbol (one variant) shown as gif file. This will be generated from the pdf file.
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2. After the initial loading, the contents of the “remarks” field will have to be interpreted and
put in the relevant fields by “copy and paste”. The status of the symbols will successively be
changed to released. This is a technical task that requires the assistance of the National
Committees. Therefore an AC will be circulated to the NC’s asking for s upport  and for
which part (or work package defined in an other way) they are willing to take on. At least
some of these persons should be the same as those who will later on work in the validation
team. They will be authorised to access the entry screens for the data base.

3. Training of authorised person, on a location where sufficient number of computers with
Internet connection is available (hands on!) This training should not only deal with the
handling of the data base, but also how to interpret the loaded content.

4. Support of authorised persons, discuss doubtful cases within the group electronically or at a
meeting, if necessary.

5. Collect experiences, implement required changes, if any.

6. Provide a report with a printout of released symbols as proof. This should with regard to the
information provided correspond to the existing Ed. 2 (3).

7. Continue with the filling in of the changed (new, not entered by the CO) symbols of Task 2.

These activities should be completed before the end of 1999Q2.

3�Continuous operation and maintenance

1. The procedure to follow (3/526/INF modified with regard to the discussion(s) in
Charlottenlund, and then circulated to the National Committees once more) is submitted to
the CA for approval.

2. Appoint the Information manager for IEC 60617 for continuous operation (time period, say
3 – 5 years)

3. Inform the National Committees and other product committees involved about the new
procedure to follow

4. Provide training for the information manager, if required (compare 2.2)

5. Set up the Validation Team, i.e. circulate an AC to P-members requesting them to appoint
a validation team member.

6. Start the validation task, with the validation of all the Task 2 symbols as a base load, but
with a readiness to process also new proposals. All changed symbols of Task 2 that are to
continue to exist are released , and all old ones withdrawn.

The Task 2 activities should be completed before the end of 1999Q3.

7. When the validation of Task 2 symbols is ready, publish a “frozen collection”
(“Edition 3”)

8. Continue  in accordance with the defined procedure(s).

4�Publication issues that need to be decided on

− Marketing policy. Our proposals in the workshop, document 3(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)8
will be forwarded to the CO.

− Layout of “frozen collections”, adapted to the possibilities of printouts from the data base.

− Publication of “frozen collections” structured as the old parts, as complete standards or as
branch related collective standards?

Revision A: Text in red added as result of the discussion at the TC3 meeting.


